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rIvEr BRAVE EARLY RESTARTS 

BY SUE BRYANT

i
n March 2020 the cruise industry was
going into freefall as Covid-19 tore
around the world. Cruising ground to
a halt. There seemed no obvious way
out of the crisis. So when German

river operator Nicko Cruises announced its
comeback on the Rhine as early as 1 June,
the industry was watching closely. 

The first photographs of masked
passengers and crew in plastic visors
looked stiff and unreal – although under the
PPE, they all seemed perfectly happy. There
was a sense of “If Nicko can do it, why can’t
others?” And they did. A-Rosa Cruises, Viva
Cruises, and CroisiEurope all set sail on
Europe’s rivers in summer with highly
publicised new health protocols in place
recommended by IG RiverCruise, Europe’s
river cruise association. At the peak of the
short season, more than 50 riverboats were
operational in Europe.

New markets
There were pleasant surprises. Viva

Cruises, a subsidiary of Switzerland-based
shipowner Scylla, adapted quickly to what
turned out to be a new market: younger,
travel-deprived Germans willing to try an
affordable four-night getaway from
Düsseldorf to the Rhine Gorge on MS
Inspire, normally chartered to luxury
operator Tauck. “Around 70 per cent of our
passengers are on their ‘plan B’,” cruise
director Marion Schoenherr told

CruiseTimes. “Their ocean cruises were
cancelled, but they just want to be on the
water. For Germans, it’s an addiction. We’re
seeing a lot of people coming who might
not have considered river cruising for
another 20 years – and they’re saying, what
a pity they hadn’t discovered it earlier.”

I sailed with Viva in early September and
was impressed with the new health
protocols in place. Reduced capacity – a
maximum of 120 out of a possible 142 –
enables social distancing, as does a one-
way system around the ship, marked with
arrows. 

Face masks are mandatory for walking
around. Our temperatures were checked
every day. A table was allocated to each
travel group (mostly couples) for all meals,
with no set mealtimes – a welcome break
from the usual regimentation of fixed dining
times. All meals were à la carte. Excursions
were capacity controlled, and the ship’s
sauna and plunge pool had to be reserved
in advance. 

Compliance was not an issue;
passengers I spoke to were simply happy to
be on the water, all the more so with an
open bar to enjoy. The atmosphere
throughout was one of celebration.

The season has been relatively
successful, according to COO Andrea
Kruse. “We added MS Inspire and MS
Treasures to our fleet and managed to
balance the loss of the first cruises in
March, April, and May, which we had to
cancel due to Covid-19,” she said. 

The second wave
The summer was, however, short-lived.

Austria and Hungary were out of the picture
by mid-September as a second wave of
Covid-19 took hold, and the closure of the
Hungarian border put paid to Danube
cruises. “We still have to keep a very close
eye on this extraordinary and dynamic
situation,” said Kruse. “A solution was to set
up a lot of cruises that remained within
Germany for most of the time. As new
regulations come into place on a weekly
basis, we keep monitoring the situation very
closely. At the moment, those entering
Germany from an increased risk area, such
as the UK, need to present a valid Covid
test taken within 48 hours prior to arrival.”

Update on the accomplishments and 
challenges of the sector worldwide 

MS Treasures and MS Viva Tiara are
scheduled for Rhine cruises for next year.
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Andrea Kruse, chief operating officer, 
Viva Cruises. 
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The Resurgence of River Cruising
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Nicko Cruises experienced the same
challenges. “The season can hardly be
called a success, but the company was
determined to make the most of it, adapting
and being flexible to accommodate the
challenges of the pandemic,” said Rupert
Thomson, managing director of Light Blue
Travel, which represents Nicko in the UK. “In
the UK, the sudden withdrawal of
destinations from the travel corridors list –
countries from where travellers can arrive
back to England without the need to self-
isolate – has been a challenge. People are
keen to get back to the rivers, and most tell
us they’re comfortable with the onboard
safety and hygiene measures, but they do
not want to self-isolate on their return
home.”

Government intransigence
Why, though, didn’t companies like

Saga, Fred. Olsen, and Riviera Travel, who
depend mainly on British custom, follow the
German lead? After all, according to IG
RiverCruise, the UK and Ireland – the third
biggest source market after North America
and Germany – represented 11.8 per cent of
the 1.79 million passengers who took a river
cruise in Europe in 2019. 

Again, the reason cited is the UK
government’s unpredictable attitude to
quarantining returning passengers. “We
always hoped to get some river cruise
departures away this summer,” said Riviera
Travel’s channel director Stuart Milan. “We
did have a team focused on the ability to
operate cruises through the summer. We
acted quickly to work with our suppliers and
ensure we were able to deliver safe holidays
to our usual high standards. We were
confident we could have delivered, but
unfortunately the government’s constant

changing of stance meant that we weren’t
100 per cent comfortable with regards to
customers having to consider quarantine on
return from their holiday.”

The majority of guests, Milan said,
opted to transfer to 2021 voyages. Some,
though, switched to escorted tours of the
Italian lakes, Verona, and Venice, which ran
successfully between August and October.
“We saw a number of last-minute
bookings,” said Milan. “People were just
delighted to get away.”

Lines which rely on passengers from
North America, meanwhile, simply stopped
sailing.

AmaWaterways chartered one ship,
AmaKristina, to German tour operator e-hoi,

but with Americans and Australians
effectively unable to travel, Viking, Uniworld,
Scenic, Crystal, Emerald Waterways, APT,
Tauck, and Avalon Waterways simply
missed a whole season.

Christmas markets cancelled
There was always the hope of salvaging

the popular Christmas market season in
December. But this hope faded as one
German city after another announced that
its markets would not be operating,
overseas travel for Americans and
Australians remained impossible, and more
and more lockdowns in Europe were
announced. 

“The enhanced health and safety

Rupert Thomson, managing director, Light
Blue Travel, UK representative for Nicko
Cruises. 
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Stuart Milan, channel director, Riviera Travel.
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Rudi Schreiner, president and co-founder,
AmaWaterways. 
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AmaViola on the River Danube.
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protocols we put in place onboard the
German charter cruises were well received
and proved successful,” said
AmaWaterways president and co-founder
Rudi Schreiner. “Because of this important
operating experience, we remained very
optimistic that if travel restrictions affecting
our North American clients were removed,
we would be able to sail the Christmas
markets as part of our regular scheduled
cruises. Unfortunately, restrictions affecting
our guests’ ability to travel remained in
place, and we made the difficult decision to
suspend the remaining weeks of our regular
season of river cruising Europe.”

The ever-agile Viva Cruises hopes to
operate Advent season cruises in Germany,
subject to the country’s lockdown rules.
“Christmas markets won’t be like they used
to be, unfortunately,” said Kruse. “For this
reason, our cruises are showcasing the
cities they will be visiting. Our itineraries are
laid out with several hours per city and
overnights, which gives us the chance to
offer our guests a variety of shore
excursions. All cities will be decorated, so
we’re confident they will attract a large
number of people to our cruises.”

Nicko, too, will continue to sail through
December, again subject to lockdown. At
the time of this writing, Thomson said that
Nicko’s German Advent cruises start on 29
November and are still scheduled to
operate but with reduced capacity onboard.
“The cruises are filling up, but currently most
bookings are from the domestic German
market,” he said.

TUI is even launching a new product,
TUI River Cruises, aimed at an adults-only,
British market, with a different business
model from lines targeting American guests.
Excursions will not be included; instead,
each guest will receive £120 credit so that
they can choose their own activity. At the
time of this writing, the launch is still
scheduled to go ahead, but with England in
lockdown for the whole of November, this
could be delayed.

Looking ahead
What about the future? For most, 2020

has been a write-off, but lines remain
optimistic about 2021. Consumers can
expect some attractive offers and creative

opportunities. AmaWaterways is offering US
guests deals like included airfare, drastically
reduced single supplements, and early
booking incentives for 2022. Uniworld,
tapping into the growing issue of
sustainability, has added self-drive options
to European departure cities for summer
2021. 

But will American cruisers have the
confidence to travel? There’s a sense that
they may explore rivers closer to home.
“Consumer interest in US domestic river
cruising has been growing year after year.
Demand for 2021 has been remarkable,”
said Charles B. Robertson, president and
CEO of American Cruise Lines. “Our guests
want to get back out there, and we have
seen strong interest from people new to
river cruising.” As such, American Cruise
Lines has just launched its biggest-ever
Mississippi season for 2021, with two new
vessels, new themes, and 15 new
excursions.

Asian river cruising looks unlikely to
restart at this stage, with the Vietnamese
and Burmese borders closed to tourism, a
blow for both Mekong and Irrawaddy
cruises. 

Yet the optimism is real, as hope for a
vaccine grows. AmaWaterways and
Uniworld will both launch new ships on the
Nile in 2021, while Uniworld’s lavishly
refitted SS La Venezia (formerly River
Countess) sets sail on the Venetian lagoon.
AmaWaterways will also launch two new
ships on the Rhine, while Viking launches
Viking Saigon on the Mekong in August.
Aqua Expeditions is positioning its new
Aqua Nera to the Peruvian Amazon with an
optimistic restart date of November.

What can ocean-going lines learn from
the river experience? Several, including
MSC, Costa, and Aida have already
demonstrated that ocean cruising in the
time of Covid-19 is possible, with strict
hygiene protocols in place, pre-embarkation
testing, “bubble” excursions, and cruises
restricted to local markets. 

But to mature travellers who are
essentially exploring their own backyard on
a single-country voyage, the relative
freedom of a river cruise may be more
appealing than only being allowed ashore in
a bubble. How ocean cruising on big ships
can recapture this sense remains to be
seen. 

More to the point, on a river cruise, that
underlying fear of being turned away from
port, or stranded, is absent. Perhaps that,
rather than the fear of falling ill, is the
biggest public relations issue that ocean
cruising will need to address. g

Charles B. Robertson, president and CEO,
American Cruise Lines. 
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The lavishly decorated SS La Venezia’s restaurant.
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